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Through this body of work and this paper the possibilities of using Fashion 

Design to express the concepts of the circle has been explored. This was done with three 

questions in mind: How can I use the shape of the circle as inspiration for fashion design? 

How can I express related words and phrases in my design? and How can I use the colors 

black and white to emphasize the concept of my design. To answer these questions I have 

created two groups of garments: one was inspired by circular objects, such as cherries 

and drops, and the other starting from words and phrases such as “study circle” and 

“circle the wagons.”  In the first group the emphasis was on the aesthetics of the garment 

while the second group was more focused on meaning. All garments are black and white. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Circle n. 1. A plane curve, everywhere equidistant from a given 
fixed point, the center. 2. A planar region bounded by a circle. 3. 
Something shaped like a circle. 4. A group of people sharing an 
interest or activity. 5. A sphere of influence or interest. –v. -cled, -
ling. 1.To make a circle round./…/2. To move in a circle (around).  

 

(American Heritage Dictionary 1994) 

This explanation of a circle explains how I began thinking about this body of work. A 

circle, while very aesthetically appealing in its simplest form, can also be full of meaning. 

An example of that could be the rings exchanged during a wedding ceremony, while they 

are beautiful in themselves, they are also given and accepted as tokens of love and 

symbolize a commitment between two people that never ends. 

Whether as an embellishment or a functional feature the shape of the circle has 

had a continuing presence in my work. It has occurred to such an extent that I found 

myself struggling to get away from circular forms. Since I continued to return to the use 

of the circle as motif and metaphor I decided to use it as a source of inspiration for a body 

of work. With this work I hoped to stop running in circles. After this a variety of 

possibilities were presented. I saw the circle for more than its shape and started to look at 

what it contains or does not contain. An example of how circles have appeared in my 

work is through circular holes, where the shapes give an opportunity to see beyond the 

garment, and start a connection between what is there and what is not. To continue this, I 

also started looking at what the word circle means as well as related words and phrases. I 

looked at the circle from two different viewpoints; first the shape, a ball or a ring for 

example, second the concept of the word or related words and expressions, like recycling 

or running in circles. Recycling has been an important part of my earlier work, although I 
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did not think of it as circular before that is exactly what it is. A material has completed its 

first cycle, and is now ready to start another cycle. Also I intended to look closer at such 

phrases as “study circle” and “circle the wagons”. Here I have looked at the meaning and 

the function of those expressions to find my inspiration for my work. 

The two aspects of the circle: shape and meaning, was the basis of my body of 

work. However, I also explored how the use of black and white as my only colors could 

emphasize my design. By eliminating the aspect of color I saw the possibility to focus 

and emphasize the concepts of my garments through the contrasts and meanings of black 

and white without the complexity of color. 

I approach my design from either the form of the dress, (aesthetic appearance) or 

the message I wish it to convey. Using fashion design as my tool means using a very 

powerful media. It is something we live with every day and are surrounded by all the 

time, it might be the ultimate public art. 

 

Problem Statement 

Through this body of work I intended explore the possibilities of using fashion design to 

express the concepts of the circle. I decided to address not just the shape in itself, but also 

the different meanings of related words and expressions. I addressed the following 

questions: 
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- How can I use the shape of the circle as inspiration for fashion design? 

- How can I express related words and phrases in my designs? 

- How can I use the colors black and white to emphasize the concept of my design? 

 

Methodology 

The main inspiration for this body of work was the circle and all its different concepts. I 

decided to approach this problem from two different perspectives, as shown in the 

problem statement. The first deals with the actual shape of the circle. Here the inspiration 

was based on images of objects that are circular in form. I approached the design from 

the aesthetic form of the garment rather than the meaning of it.  

From the second perspective of this problem I started by researching the word 

circle and words related to it through dictionaries and thesauruses. Here the emphasis of 

the design was on the meaning of the garment and the message I wished it to convey. All 

my garments were constructed in black and white as a way to emphasize my concepts. 

Since color was not used to carry meanings of expression, other surface designs and also 

materials vary, creating a variety in texture. The garments were made to fit a living 

person but take a more sculptural rather than functional form. I have kept a journal and 

had an exhibit where my body of work was displayed. 
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SHAPE 

In this group of garments the inspiration has come from the shape of the circle or circular 

objects such as, a ball, a cherry, and a drop of water. For each garment there will be a 

description talking about the idea behind the garment and the inspiration behind it. In this 

group the emphasis is, in most cases, placed on the aesthetics of the piece rather than its 

meaning. Through gaining interest in the circular shape my eyes have become more open 

to objects of that form. Everyday experiences and keeping an open mind provided the 

research needed. Since the emphasis was made on the aesthetic of the garment the design 

process has worked its way through many stages. Developing the form through sketching 

and experimenting with different materials helped me achieve this aesthetic. In most 

cases a meaning of a piece evolves as the work is produced. Where the starting 

inspiration might have been that of an object, the ending idea and meaning behind the 

garment becomes something slightly different. This will all be explained in the more 

detailed descriptions of each piece below. 
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                       Figure 1. The Ball Gown 
 

The Ball Gown 

This dress was originally inspired by a fabric, which had cherries printed randomly all 

over it. The cherry and its connection to the stem were very eye-catching and that began 

the design process for this outfit. The development of this dress took many turns ending 

in a final garment whose inspiration is barely recognizable. During the process several 

things captured my interest. The way the garment feels to walk in was one of these 

interests. The idea that the wearer must kick her way through it to get somewhere, 

reminded me of what life feels like sometimes.  
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    Figure 2. Music To suit You          Figure 3. Detail           Figure 4. Lining 

 
Music to Suit You 

This men’s suit was inspired by the person it was made for, a musician. The idea was to 

take a suit, which is often considered one of the most impersonal outfits, and make it 

more personal. Therefore his life and his passions were used as inspiration, however it 

was important to keep it wearable and formal. The use of the color black was therefore an 

important choice, and it opened the possibility of using vinyl records as decoration with 

out standing out too much. The shape, color, and texture of the record contrasts well 

against the matte wool. Hidden in the decoration is the function of a chest pocket and a 

lower side pocket something a man’s suit has to have. The lining on the inside of the 

jacket is covered in photo transfer reflecting the life of the music student the suit was 

made for.  It has images of him, his friends, instrument, hobbies, and Denton, Texas, and 

these are things that could help him feel at ease. In a performance situation the presence 

of these images would be a relaxing influence on the musician.  
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                           Figure 5. Limitations 
               

Limitations 

To be limited is not necessarily a bad thing. For example an artist with his white canvas 

may find it hard to start because creativity has no limits. However, when he is limited by 

a theme or clientele, he might find inspiration and see possibilities.  It is also possible to 

be focused only on limits if they do exist. The inspiration for this piece was different 

kinds of rings. One ring that we might find limiting is the wedding ring or the 

engagement ring. Through this ring you have promised to live with one person. To some 

people that might seem limiting, one person for the rest of their lives, then when you 

think again that can be the limiting factor that enables you so see new openings in your 

life. We need to learn to see beyond our limitations and maybe even take advantage of 

them. A lot of the time we get too caught up in what we cannot do and feel trapped 

instead of seeing what we can do and making it the best situation. This is what this 

wedding dress with limiting rings is trying to say. The dress is made of a bridal satin 

while the rings are made of pipe insulation covered in silk.  
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                         Figure 6.  Something Old 
 Something New…   

  
Something Old Something New…. 

Is a wedding day the most important day in your life? It may be, but with all the pressure, 

stress, nerves, family, love, and friends, it seems easy to forget the most important thing, 

the relationship and the commitment. It is something “old “ turning into something “new” 

a chance for two people to tie their lives together and for their family and friends to help 

celebrate and support that commitment. This dress uses old buttons put together to create 

new combinations and new paths for the couple and their friends to follow. Sometimes 

the steppingstones are bigger and easier to find and sometimes they are further apart yet 

they are always there to help you. The buttons on this dress can symbolize a lot of 

different things but I would like to think of them as friends along the way, friends that 

you have already met and friends that you will gain through this commitment.  A 

wedding dress is an important part of this important day, but it will never be as important 

as the person wearing it, and the decision she and her groom have made to share their 

lives together. 
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            Figure 7.  Circulation 
 

Circulation 

The movement of water, in the ocean, in a lake, or maybe just your bathtub drain, they 

are all very fascinating. It has a circular motion that is very much alive. The corset is 

made of aluminum while the dress worn underneath is made of silk velvet with pins 

making out the pattern. Here the idea is to play with the contrast of the very definite 

shape of the corset and its pattern compared to the flexibility of the pin pattern in the rest 

of the dress. Both the pins and the aluminum of the corset has the shine of water and 

show that whether found in a large ocean or a small drop it will still keep the function of 

water. (This outfit is also a self-portrait. Straight pins are very important part of the 

garment making process and a very practical place to keep them, while you are not using 

them, is your clothing.) 
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                       Figure 8. Annual Rings 
 

Annual Rings 

If a tree is cut straight through you can see a wonderful pattern of rings. These rings are 

called annual rings because by counting them you can find out the age of the tree. These 

rings were the inspiration for this dress, made out of grandma’s old white linen 

tablecloths, and black linen. The rings of the tree and the tablecloths have a lot in 

common; they both have stories woven into them that cannot be seen by merely looking 

at them. We can see traces that give us hints to what might have happened, like a stain on 

the tablecloth or the width of a ring in the tree, but it takes a lot more to tell the actual 

story. This gives an interesting perspective to a garment that could never have been 

reached using only new store-bought materials. These tablecloths also have a quality that 

is hard to find today when everything has to go so fast and be so cost efficient this also 
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has a bad effect on the environment trying to make the trees grow bigger faster. This is a 

little reminder to value the old and natural, and not just throw away and buy new. 

 

 

       
      Figure 9.  Record Dress   Figure 10.  Record Dress, side view 
 

Record Dress 

A lot of myself comes through in this outfit. My previous work with recycling, the shape 

of the circle, the music played on vinyl records, and the use of black and white. This 

piece is an example of where the design is purely aesthetic the skirt has a circular shape 

to it and the pieces (vinyl records) riveted together for the top, are also circular. To 

contrast the crisp black outside layer the inside of the skirt is lined with a soft white satin 

sewn in place with beads to simulate the texture of soft clouds. In addition black and 

white help emphasize the contrast of the soft inner surface to the hard vinyl exterior. 
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CHILDRENSWEAR 

This group has been divided into three dresses and two coats. Working with 

childrenswear was a way to experiment on a smaller scale, and also a way to see how the 

theme could fit a smaller person such as a child. In the three dresses the shape of the 

circle has been used in the fabric design through silk painting, I have also added the color 

red in all three dresses so as to make them more appealing to a childrenswear market. The 

coats however, are both done in black and white. In one coat, photo transfer has been 

used to make a design on the fabric, the second is sewn in leather and has the circular 

shape used in the functional features of the garment. Below there is a brief individual 

description of each of the garments. 

 

                            Figure 11. Spots 
 

Spots 

On the first dress the drop technique was used, mainly because of the idea that a drop 

automatically forms a perfect circle, however what was interesting to see, looking at the 

dress, was that once the dye hit the fabric it did not spread into an even circle but instead 

resulted in a pattern of ovals. This was a result of the difference in characteristics in the 
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warp and weft yarns that make up the fabric. By dripping the dye onto dry fabric sharp 

edges were established even though the dye spread. To make sure the drops did not bleed 

into each other they were made in different stages drying them in between each. 

Eventually the whole fabric was almost covered leaving just little gaps in-between the 

circles. It was my intention to determine if the focus would switch from circles to gaps 

after this application. In the end it was obvious that the circle remained the focus, I 

suspect that using a different technique where the value of the black ovals remained the 

same the outcome might have been different. 

 

                               Figure 12. Ring-a-Ding 
 

Ring-a-Ding 

In the second dress the design is composed of rings in three different layers, where the 

bottom layer is opaque and the two top layers are transparent through the use of chiffon. 

All three layers have rings painted in a random pattern. My query here was to see what 

would happen when they met and overlapped.  I was curious to see if the black places 

would pop out, or if the pattern of rings would link each other together like chains. I 
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believe the outcome proved that to get the black to pop out I would need a lot more rings 

in all three layers but especially in the second layer, since the black spots can only be 

created where all three layers have black on top of one another. However, I do believe 

that a bit of the chain effect started to happen where the three layers are working together 

creating a chain effect. The dress is made of silk with hand painted circles and beaded 

with red beads. 

 

                         Figure 13.  Salty 
 

Salty 

Here a very typical silk painting technique was used. Starting with wet fabric I painted 

circles that bled into the fabric then applied kosher salt in selected areas. The salt drew 

dye out causing the pattern to shift and exhibit more variety in tone. My reason for doing 

this was to see how natural elements such as water and salt could abstract a painted 

circle. Considering that this garment was meant for the childrenswear market I felt the 
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design got a bit dark and I therefore added some red beads to liven it up a bit. These red 

beads were placed in the same areas as the kosher salt was spread.  

     
           Figure 14. NY Street Circles  Figure 15. Back view 

 
New York Street Circles 

This coat was inspired by a trip to New York in the spring. New York is a lot about 

walking the streets, and that turned out to be the main inspiration for this garment. It is a 

busy city where everything has to move very fast and everyone works very hard. To 

represent this level of activity and work ethic I incorporated ants, through ribbon-

embroidery. The street circles found on the coat are images (fire hydrant, manhole 

covers, trash can etc.) applied through photo-transfer in a circle around the waist. The 

coat is made of silk with three string tie closures at center front.  
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                                  Figure 16. Wild and Tame 
 

Wild and Tame 

In this design I intended to use the simple shape of a circle in the functional features of 

the garment, to emphasize this I have used the contrast of black and white where the 

whole coat is black except for the circular features I decided to emphasize. When 

working with a shape so easily recognizable as the circle I decided to make it pop out and 

really show. A lot of my design inspiration comes from the late 60’s and it is in that style 

this little coat fits. The black coat has circular pocket openings with white leather facings 

and circular bound buttonholes down the front. The challenge in this project was to use 

the simple shape of a circle as functional features in the garment. The coat is completely 

fabricated in leather. 
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WORD 

This group of garments was made and inspired by words or expressions related to the 

term circle, such as study-circle, and running in circles. All garments and their inspiration 

will be described below as well as the thought behind it. In this group the design idea was 

developed through working with words and their meanings and then creating a wearable 

design. 

To find words and expressions a few different methods were used starting with a 

brainstorm, then looking through dictionaries and the Internet. After having gathered a 

good-sized group of words and expressions a choice of what to use needed to be made. 

So by considering personal value, interest in meaning and feeling of inspiration the 

following phrases were chosen: Study-Circle, Recycle, Circle the Wagons, Circle Time, 

Square the Circle, and Running in Circles. As a basis for inspiration I thought of what the 

word meant to me, as well as researched the meanings in dictionaries. In my design of 

each garment I wish to illustrate the word and also give it my own interpretation through 

fashion.   

 

   
Figure 17. Circle Time, back view              Figure 18. Front view 
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Figure 19. Circle Time, detail  Figure 20. Circle Time, quilt 
 
 

Circle Time 

This expression was used among the slaves as a time where the women would sit down in 

a circle and work together on a quilt or their own crafts. This was an important time for 

them when they could share stories and help each other in their work. The quilt is one of 

the most typical American artworks that often do not get enough attention as art pieces 

for different reasons. It is interesting to remember that the quilt has been the reason for 

survival for many of the first American immigrants, both through keeping someone warm 

and protected, but also for being sometimes the only outlet for creativity. This expression 

was used as an inspiration for this quilt that can also function as a cape. Here the outside 

layer has a black and white pattern using the contrast of the two to make that pattern 

stand out if you see it from a distance. Taking a closer look at the black sections they 

consist of a variety of different black silks that have been crazy quilted together. While it 

is easy to see the pattern made by the color contrast from distance, the pattern in the black 

sections can only be seen up close.  This was done to symbolize that it is often very easy 

to see differences between black and white from a distance. We often feel more 
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comfortable with the distance instead of getting closer to see and get to know the 

varieties and personalities that exist within. This quilt can be changed into a cape in the 

same way as we together can change things, but to do that you have to take a closer look 

at it to find an opening to change. Symbolically this refers to society’s tendency to 

maintain the differences between black and white, failing to make the effort of a close 

encounter, which could result in discovery of the beauty in variety and uniqueness. Much 

the same way that society can change, this quilt can change, this quilt can be changed into 

a cape. In order to do this, the viewer must look closely to find the opening and make the 

change.   

 

                                        Figure 21. Study Circle 

Study Circle 

This was one of the first expressions that came to mind when starting my research.  As a 

child my mother used to teach “Studie Cirklar” a Swedish phrase that translates to Study 

Circles. As I was growing up I sometimes got to go with her to her Study Circles and see 

what they did. She taught all kinds of crafts and textiles, (which inspired my creativity,) 
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but there where also times when their study circle was based more on texts and readings. 

The whole idea of a circle of people devoting time to learning something together 

through discussion is very appealing. It feeds back your ideas and thoughts, get life and 

possibilities, that you might have missed sitting home alone. I believe these study circles 

can make you grow and bloom and also help you build new friendships. The garment I 

have made has the 30 articles of the human rights written first in Swedish and then in 

English. The text is hand written onto silk with a black ball point pen, much in the same 

way you take notes in a study circle. The human rights was chosen because it is both 

something you could study in a study circle and also something that makes every one in 

the circle equal. 

         
  Figure 22.Recycled-Men’s Vest       Figure 23. Recycled-Music for Breakfast 

 
Recycle – Men’s vest & Music for Breakfast 

Recycle is a word that is becoming more and more popular, due to the fact that we will 

eventually run out of space and resources if we are not careful.  Being an artist that is 

something this is very important to take into consideration since you are producing and 

producing and a lot of the time for no practical reason. Therefore it would make a lot of 

sense for artists to recycle, not only to conserve resources and materials, but often the 
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artist gives the piece a new meaning that would be hard to reach otherwise. Perhaps this 

gives the viewers the ability to recognize something in a garment that they would not 

expect. From the artist’s point of view this can also help open the mind creatively. Being 

forced to face new problems with “old” materials can sometimes open the door to new 

ideas and solutions that would not be found otherwise. In the first of these two pieces a 

daily newspaper has been used in the second piece it is vinyl records, blinds, and cereal 

bags.  

 

                             Figure 24. Square the Circle 

Square the Circle 

This expression refers to the impossibility of fitting a circular shape through a square hole 

much like the way children try to fit a square block trough a circular hole in their toys. 

That is what inspired my women’s wear piece bearing this title. I used 3-dimensional 

forms created and decorated by Design 1 students and attached them in circular holes on 

this skirt and top. 
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Figure 25. Square the Circle    Figure 26. Detail of yoke              Figure 27. Detail of tie 
 

 In the men’s wear garment the fabric of the shirt represents the very square and 

structured lives we lead where there is no room for a circular object. Only circles that are 

almost transparent like the hole on the pocket are accepted while the tie through its 

contrast tends to stand out.  

                                      Figure 28. Running in Circles 
 

Running in Circles 

To run around in circles is explained in American Heritage Dictionary of Idioms “Engage 

in excited but useless activity” so practically you are running around and you are not 

getting anywhere. This is a problem commonly found in our lives; instead of stopping to 

take a step back and look at the issue at hand, we just run around more until we finally 
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are stuck in our own net. The garment created here illustrates the net built up by one 

continuous path controlling the wearer.  

 

      
     Figure 29. Circle the   Figure 30. Front view Figure 31. Detail 
     Wagons, side view 

Circle the Wagons 

This idiom refers back to the way the first immigrants who came to the U.S. used their 

wagons, in a circle and set them on fire to protect themselves from attack. In creating this 

piece I tried to look at the way those people used and valued their wagons back then and 

in very many ways it reminds us of the way we use and value the car today. The next step 

was to see how a garment could be created using the car as inspiration and still have a 

piece that refers to history and protection. Armor is the most historic protection and it is 

also worn on the body. So in the style of a classic American car from the late fifties this 

bustier with skirt was designed. The colors and the materials used reflect both the 

materials and the colors of the car as well as a way to flatter the body and make a strong 

and secure impression. 
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CONCLUSION 

This paper, through the discussions around each piece of work, has dealt with the 

following three questions listed in the problem statement: 

1. How can I use the shape of the circle as inspiration for fashion design? 

2. How can I express related words and phrases in my designs? 

3. How can I use the colors black and white to emphasize the concept of my design? 

In the first section the shape of circular objects has been the inspiration. For this group 

my concept was to focus on the aesthetics of each garment while the meaning and 

symbolisms were less important. The reasoning behind that idea was to use an object or 

an image of an object to create a garment. Such things as annual rings, cherries, circular 

rings, circulation, plain circles, and drops inspired the pieces created. I illustrated these 

inspirations through surface design as well as form of the garments. Through using only 

the two colors of black and white the designs were made clearer and it gave more room 

for working with texture and surface than color would have allowed in this body of work. 

However what I discovered was that, while working with the pieces, it was hard not to 

give them additional meaning, due to material, turnout, and the creative thought process. 

 In the second group the garments have been my way to express circular words 

and phrases. Most words and phrases were found in dictionaries while some are directly 

related to my life. The conceptual idea of this group was the main concern throughout the 

whole design process. This does not however mean that the aesthetics of the garment has 

been neglected. In the pieces created to express the related word and forms, the circle 

naturally became more abstract. To look at the term circle was perhaps the most freeing 

part of this body of work due to the fact that the circular form is seen and used so much in 
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fashion and art. Through this body of work I discovered that interpreting a word free 

from images opened my mind and I am excited at the prospect of continuing this process 

in future work.  
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